
 

Greetings from Don & Ruth at R-D Bike Shop,

 We appreciated the nice weather over Labor Day Weekend by heading to Columbus for

the Bike the C-Bus Ride. We have an article on the website regarding the ride featuring

some interesting bicycles. Did you get a chance to ride that weekend-perhaps you rode

S.T.O.M.P? Feel free to add a word or two on our "Guest Stories" page.

Please stop by to check out some of the fun new accessories that have arrived. Our

article this month is about saddles, we hope you find the newsletter fun and informative.

The coffee
cup
bicycle
bell

Now available at

R-D Bike Shop: I

readily admit that

the main reason I

ordered this bell was

not its ring tone-

though it is very

sweet, but its shape.

Don and I do enjoy

our morning cup of

coffee!

A word or two about saddles

and saddle choice for the

bike you ride

The saddle pictured above is very similar

to the one you would find on the KHS

TC100 and TC150 model comfort

bicycles. The generally upright position of

the rider on a comfort bicycle results in

most of the rider weight shifted from the

handlebars to the saddle. The platform of

this saddle is wider than that generally

used on a road or mountain bike.

We offer saddles of various widths,

platforms and constructions and are often

asked what can I do to make my saddle

more comfortable, or how can I find a

more comfortable saddle as mine is too

Compass
Bell
The following

caveat was

included when I

ordered this

bell-not to be used

for orienteering:

However, the bell

does correctly show

north and also has a

great tone.
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_____ (hard, small, narrow). While

saddles can need to be replaced due to

age and use,the form and/or gel padding

can shift and/or harden, our first question

is what clothing are you wearing while

riding? Blue jeans made of denim may be

fine to wear while working on your deck

but the heavy cotton fabric results in thick

seams where the pant pieces are joined.

The under garment you wear while riding

may have seams that cause irritation

while riding. We offer underliners -padded

briefs without center seams that will allow

comfortable riding, as well as cycling

shorts. Another option is to wear pants

made out of a lightweight knit fabric

-something without thick seams.

A cyclist who is out of cycling shape from

being off a bicycle for a few months or

more, will start out strong, but the legs will

tire rapidly. When the legs tire, the rider

sits harder on the saddle, and that's when

the trouble starts. Many saddle

complaints are actually traceable to

fatigue caused by starting out the season

with a longer ride than you are ready for.

If it has been several months or more

since you rode a bicycle regularly, you

can expect to be sore if you ride any

serious distance.

If you are coming off of a layoff of months

or years, start with very short rides,

maybe a mile or two, no more. Only

gradually should you increase your ride

distance. This may seem frustrating, but it

does take a while to re-accustom your

derrière to cycling. Anybody in decent

shape can hop on a bike and ride 15-20

miles, but you'll be a wreck afterwards if

you haven't accustomed your body to

cycling first.

Hard or Soft?
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When a cyclist finds a saddle

uncomfortable, the first impulse is often to

look for a soft one. This is often a

mistake. Just as the softest mattress is

not necessarily the most comfortable to

sleep on, the softest saddle is not the

most comfortable to cycle on. Many

cyclists are unaware of this, and many

saddles are made to appeal to the

purchaser who chooses a saddle on the

basis of how easily the thumb can sink

into the squishy top. This type of saddle

is only comfortable for very short rides,

(though an inexperienced cyclist will often

find it more comfortable than a better

saddle, as long as rides don't exceed a

mile or two.) Saddles with excessive

padding are also a common cause of

painful chafing of the inner thigh, as rides

become longer.

from Sheldon Brown
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